
?Go to Contemporary Chandelier Company Website
?Look over ranges and select favoured design
?Send enquiry to CCC via website form
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Enquiry:

“I’m looking for a long chandelier for the stairwell

in our house that covers 3 floors”

Case Study 1

The home in question was built six years ago and although the current
owners purchased from new, they hade not found anything they both liked

until they found the ‘Crizzle’ range on the CCC website .

They did not have any plans to hand so we asked them to take some simple 
measurements; the depth of each floor , floor to ceiling and the overall height.

They mentioned that third floor ceiling was not entirely flat and might be a 
problem so we asked for a photograph .

 

These measurements allowed us to mock up a 
simple environment or side elevation showing a 
cross section through three floors.

We like to offer the client an idea of what the 
chandelier will cost as soon as possible within 
the project. It is obviously important to establish 
that there is a projected budget in place and 
that the design is viable.

Once they had agreed in principal that they 
liked the design we offered a guide price of £ 
6020 + vat , based on an average of previous 
projects of around £ 140 per glass sphere when 
divided into the total build.

This figure does not include delivery or 
installation



Side elevation

? ? ?

plan

suggested location of 700mm dia top plate 

prefered location of top plate

Unknown dimensions

Plan

We need to establish if the installation is possible.
We need to establish if the 4 fixing points are positioned in a suitably reinforced
location

four fixing points

Top plate plan view
within centrespace
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As yet the client has not been 
charged for the work undertaken.

Having established that we are
all happy with the progress made
so far, we suggested that we do
a site visit for a small charge that
was redeemable once an order
was placed.

We are a small specialist company
and will only undertake site visits when
we feel they are required or the client
deems it necessary. 95% of the time,
the logistics of designing your dream
chandelier can be handled via e-mail.

We were asking throughout if we could have 
some indication from the original builders as to 
what beam structure lay behind the
final ceiling -
we can always guarantee our fixing to the 
ceiling structure as long as there are sufficient 
fixing points.

From the site visit it was evident that we needed 
to upscale the size of the top plate so that we 
had more chance of fixing onto more than one 
beam.

Typically we request that the ceiling has been 
reinforced prior to installation of the chandelier.

 

When working out where the cable drops should be placed 
on the top plate, we have to produce a cross-sectional plan 
drawing, which ensures that when we come to build the 
chandelier, no glass comes into contact with a neighbouring 
cable.

It seemed prudent to change the shape of the top plate 
from round to rectangular; not only did this increase the 
surface area, but also made the chandelier fit more to the 
rectangular opening down the centre of the stairwell.



‘Elements’ Chandelier from 

Contemporary Chandelier 

Company

Incorporating 55  hand-blown 

rapidly quenched glass spheres, 

each with 1 watt LED module 

housed within a  mirror polished 

stainless steel collar , all in cool 

white , all suspended in a 

contemporary arrangement.

Spheres shown at 130 and 150 mm 

diameters.

Polished Stainless steel top plate.

ELECTRICIANS NOTE:
Require 2 x triple core cables from
driver location to top of chandelier

(drivers can be situated up to 8m away
preferably somewhere accessible for future 
maintenance and able to be connected to a 

switched 240v power supply

Top plate plan view
within centrespace
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Onto the final proposal:
 

The client felt that given the fact that this 
installation was going to totally transform the 

interior of his house he felt that it would be 
beneficial to add a few more glass elements 

and fill the form out some more.

We eventually decided on 55 ‘ Elements’ in 
130 and 150 mm diameter- with a few 

110mm towards the bottom.



CONTEMPORARY
C H A N D E L I E R
C O M P A N Y


